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内容简介

A resource of fun games for parents or teachers to help youngchildren learn social and motor skills
Barbara Sher, an expert occupational therapist and teacher, haswritten a handy resource filled with
games to play with youngchildren who have Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD) or other
sensoryprocessing disorders (SPD). The games are designed to help childrenfeel comfortable in
social situations and teach other basic lessonsincluding beginning and end, spatial relationships,
hand-eyecoordination, and more. Games can also be used in regularclassrooms to encourage
inclusion.
A collection of fun, simple games that can improve the lives ofchildren with ASD or other SPDs.
Games can be played by parents or teachers and with individualchildren or groups.
Games are designed to make children more comfortable in socialsituations and to develop motor
and language skills
Also included are a variety of interactive games to play in water,whether in a backyard kiddie pool,
community swimming pool, orlake
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作者简介

Barbara Sher, M.A., O.T.R., has more than 30 years experience as a teacher
 and occupational therapist, specializing in pediatrics. She conducts workshops
 for parents, teachers, therapists, and children around the world, and is the
 author of nine books, including Attention Games, Self-Esteem Games, and 
Extraordinary Play with Ordinary Things, which have been translated into eigh
t languages.

媒体评论

"Early Intervention Games brims with sparkling ideas to help children learn t
he pleasures of engaging in back and forth play. Barbara's warm advice and
 cool activities invite us to dive right in!"
--Carol Kranowitz, author of The Out-of-Sync Child
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"Barbara Sher is gifted in her ability to weave therapy into play while deep
ly respecting the strengths and uniqueness of each child. In this book, she
 artfully explains how everyone can support challenged children through brillia
ntly creative yet practical, low-budget games. Her gentle, welcoming ways pull
 out the best in children as she shows us how to playfully play."
--Mary Sue Williams, co-
author of How Does Your Engine Run?? Alert Program? for Self-Regulation
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